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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper :is to demonstrate the use of the 
Quattro Pro Spreadsheet [2] to solve polynomial equations using 
Newton's method. T11e apprach uses matrix operations [3] to compute 
the derivative of the polynomial functions. THis approach is uique in 
the sene that it does not assume the knowledge of rules of differen
tiation. Two numerical examples explain the results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Compufa~r spreadsheets such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Quattro Pro 

have many uses in addition to their obvious uses as spreadsheets. 
Their built-in mathematical functions and graphing capabilities have 
enhanced their usefulness to the mathematical world. Programming 
in a spreadsheet using macros and the built in functions is both 
exciting and powerful. 

In this article we explain how we used Quattro Pro to write a 
program that uses the iterative Newton Raphson method to find the 
r(}ots of any polynomial functions of degree five or less. On entering 
the coefficients of a polyuomial, the computer shows a graph of the 
polynomial. One has to exam.be the graph to determine the first 
e8V.unate of a root On feerling the estimated root, the computer (using 
Newton-Raphson's method) retlli""TIS the value of a root correct to eight 
places. Graph is used again to estimate additional roots. At the end 
of the program the computer displays the polynomial, the roots that 
were found and a graph of the polynomial. 

One of the authors has developed a unique method for evaluating 
the iterative values of Newton-Raphson's method using matric~s [3J. 
The fact that the use of matrices that makes programming with · 
macros very straight- forward is explained later in this paper. 

The program is designed for students who are finding roots of 
equations for the first time. At the other extreme, roots found by 
Newton-Raphson's method can be compared. The next section explains 
the mathematics and matrix implementation of the program. 
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2. NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
Finding roots of polynomial functions is a very important .problem 

in algebra and numerical analysis. There is a strong relationship 
between graphical and algebraic approaches. The iterative method is 
used here to find approximate :roots of the pol:ynomial equation of 
the form P(x) = 0, where 

P(x) =a yfIT +a 1rn- 1 + ... + a 1x +a~v 
~ m m- ...1. !iJ-' 

is a polynomial of degree m. The method begins with an initial 
approximation x0 t-0 the root of the equation. Then subsequent 

approximations xl' x2 , ... are generated using the formula 

P(x) 
x11 + 1 = x 11 - P' (: ) for n > 0, 

n 

where P'(x ) denotes the derivative of P(x) at x and is assumed to n 11 

be· non-zero. 
The process terminates when two successive values of x are 

·within a preset v:alue of each other. 
3. MATRIX IMPLEMENTATION 

When using a computer, it is easy to use the matrix approach 
for finding the value of a function and its derivative. The matrix 
api;>foach can be explained as : Let F be the set of all differentiable 
polynomial functions in variable x and M be the set of all 2 x 2 
nonzero matrices [4]. 
Let$ :F~M be a map such that 

. IP .P'l 
$P=lo Pj' 

where P' is the derivative of P. Then this map preserves the respective 
·operations of addition and multiplication in F and M. 

$x =[x l] 0 x 

and ? r x i] [ x 1] sx- = l 0 x . 0 x , etc. 

Newton-Raphson's method requires the values of P
11 

and P'
11 

of tile 

polynomial function and its derivative for each approximation xn. 

These values can be directly evaluated using the corresponding matrix 
. for the~ polynomial function. 

' 
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Therefore, 

SP' p P' 
v lx = n n - 0 . p 

n 
and thus for 

=x -P /P' + 1 n n· n 

the next approximation is 

. I Pn+ 1 
$Pix = 0 

r.-1 

P'n + l ! etc. 
I> 

Pn+ 1 

4. EXAMPLES 
Example 1. Consider the polynomial equation 

P f·,·';= x3 - Y - ' = n ,..... - _., .... v (i) 

Since P(l) = - 1 < 0 and P(2J = 5 > 0, the solution lies between 1 and 
2. 

Let x1 = 1 be our initial approximation. 

and 

and 

and 

Again 

$Pl1 = 
1 1 ·i3 

~· 1! 
1 1 

0 1 - 0 

1 
'-1 ... 

X2= -12 1.5 

11.5 1 i 1.5 _, 
$Pl 1.5 =i o 1 - L o ~.::i 

'-

.875 5.75 i 
·o .875 

- .875" - -
X3 = l.o = ~ .= L34i84 

;:;. JD 

1 .... 
1.5 

$P 1 1 "',_o,,, - r .10010 4 4.Ag-941 .'l.J'±:iO.S-1 .-.-- r 

and L o .10010 j 

-r-1 21 
11-. 0 -11 

L ~ 

=l· 3'783- .l0070 =1"'2F'>O 
X4 . 4 4.44994 .0 v-

For the next approximation 

r.00206 4.268471 
$Pl i.32520 = l o .00206 J 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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and 

.00206 = 1.324 72 
-13252- 4 26847 c-1 

X4 - . . 4.26402' f 

.00001 J $P I i.32472 = 
and 

.00001 
X5 = 1.32472 - 4.26465 

= 1.32472 
The process terminates, approximations :c~ and x 5. are identical. 

Therfore, the solution is approximately x "" 1.3247. 
Example 2. Let 

~ 4 3 9 
P(x)= 5x0 

- 7x + 6x + 2.~- -x + 8 
be the polynomial under consideration. The user enters the coefficients 
5, - 7, 6, 2, - 1, 8 as prompted by the computer. The initial spreadsheet 
is shown in Figure 1. (This part of the spreadsheet does not appear 
on the screen for the user.) 

A B 

1 8.000000000000000 0.000000-000000060 

2 0.000000000000000 8 . 00-0000!000000000 

4 -1.000000000-00000U 0.000000000000000 

5 0.000000000000000 -1.000000000000000 

'i 2.000000000000000 0.000000000000-000 

8 0.000000000000000 2.000000000000000 

10 6.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 

11 0.000000000000000 6.000000000000000 

• 
13 -7.000000000000000 0.000000000000-000 

14 0.000000000000000 -1.000000000000000 

.1:6• 5.000000000000000 0.0000000-000-00000 

17 . ·.0.1000000000000000 5.000000000000000 
Figure 1 

-. 
'I!! 
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where the constant. 8 is stored in matrix Al ... B2 : - 1, the 
coefficient of x, is stored in matrix A4 ... B5; 2, the coefficient of 
x2, is stored in matrix A 7 ... BS; 6 the coefficient of x3 is stored 
in matrix A 10 ... B11; - 7 the coefficient of x4 is stored in matrix 

A 13 ... BH; 5 the coefficie:nt of x~, is stored m matrix A 16 :.:B17. 

The user then has the opportunity to have the computer graph 
for this polynomial. He/she enters the left- and right-range values for 
the variable x. 

The computer uses these ranges to compute -100 ordered 
pairs of points and plots these points on a rectan·gular coordinate 
system. The graph of p(x) for x in [-1.5, 1.5] is shown in Figure 
2. 

1SU 

100 

so 
0 

-50 

-100 

-tso 
-200 

-250 

-300 

-350-2 .;..1.S -t ~ 0 o.s i.s 2 

Figure 2 

If the graph of the function does not provide the user with 
a good initial estimate of the root, he/she has the opportunity to 

!le enter new range values for varivale x. Then, from the new graph, . 
users can choose an appropriate initial esitmate of root. The user 
can repeat this process to obtain a reasonable first estimate of 
root. 

The user enters his/her first estimate at the computer prompt. 
If a user -entered - 1 as his/her first estimate it is sotred in form of 
matrix in C4 ... D5 

The information needed for the computation is arranged in 
matrices in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 3. Matrix Cl ... D2 is 
an identity matrix. 
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l 8.000000000000000 
2 o.ooooooooooococo 
3 
' -1. 00000000000000·0 
5 Q .000000000000000 
6 
1 2 . ooo-o-o-0-0>ooo0o-0-c-0 
8 0. OOOQQC-00000000·0 
9 

10 6. 000\.lOCOAlOOOO!:Y'...iD 
11 C.000000000000000 
12 
13 -7 .oooooc-
14 o.oo~::ic 
15 
lli 5.~:l':JOCC<l 

17 o.--::>o 

O .. ~OOC~X'-0 
S. ':J;:::.;:..~~>CCl>CiJ:C<>:'.>OC·C 

0. -C-1:.>CC'C:<:.,.00;:4C10C<J<C<'
- l. ~ -C•C<>?O<e:.;.'.)!*'..;0;_~:-0c 

D. C;Vi:C<CCOC-0--.:JC•:<:'CC 
2 _ c~~>c~::Q:i•x-ec-cc~JDiJ, 

.: • c-c~o:~c•:0:0c+JC>CJoJ': 
e • occ~ooc~:=cc.,__:,;c~~oc 

0. OiC-,;»-:¢:-~::o~:io~t-C 
- 7f .. c~:v-:>;:,,::w::~:~:.:.:;.:.coc·, 

o. c>G-D•JJJ.:0<-:•.:o.xc:i-:
s ~ C11JC,·0c~oo:o-:::roo.co:l<D 

7'i.~ir1'1F 

1. ccooooooooooooo o.~ 
c.o::co-c::;;-000,00-vov-o 1.~ 

-:. • CC.D·OOOOC;J,OC---OC-0-0 0-. OOOOC-0000~ 
c. c:-c-ooc-0-ooocooco -1 .. 000000>~000000 

As indicated previously, the numerical coefficients, the constant 
terms, and the estimate of the root have been arranged in the 
computer as matrices. The arrangement of the matrices in the 
spreadsheet was determined in such a way as to make the writing 
of the macro instructions simple. See Figure 4 for an example of the 
macro instructions that were used. 

83 {let c9 ,0} 
84 {if a5=0}{1-et e5~0}{1et: eb .. O}{let f'5-.0}{2e fb~O}<branch a86} 
85 {/ mati,;multiplyMatri~}a5 .. b6{cr}c5 .. ~6(cr ~5 .. f6(cr} 
86 {/ roath;multiplyHatri~}c8 .. d9{cr;c8 .. d9{cr cll •. dl2{cr} 
87 {i'f a8=0}{let eB!'-O}{let e<?~O}{let f'8 .. 0}{le f9,.0}{branch a89} 
es {/ ma.th;multipl~/Matri:-!}a8 •. b9(cr}c8 ... d'?(cr es .. f9{cr) 
89 {/ math;aul tiplyMatr i ~}cS •• d9{cr )c 11 .. d12{cr }c14 - .d15{cr} 
90 {if al!=O}{let el1"0}{let e12 .. 0}{let f11~0}{1et f12,0){branch a92} 
91 {/ math;multiplyKatrix}a11 .. b12{cr}c11 .. dl2{cr}e11 •• f12Ccr} 
92 {/ math;roult.iplyMatrix}c11 .. d12{!:r}cl! 4 .dl2{cr}c17 .... d18{cr} 
93 {if a14=0}{let e14.,.0}{1et ei5,0}{let f14,0}(1et f15,0}{branch a95} 
94 {/ math;multiplyMatrix}a14 •• b15{cr}c14 .. dl5{cr}e14 .... f15{cr} 
95 {I math ;mul t.iplyM.atri x}c:S ... dC?{cr}cl 7 •. d 18{cr }c20 •. d21 {er} 
96 {if a17=0}(let e17,0}{let e18,0i{let fl7,0}(let f18,0}{branch a9S} 
97 {/ math ;mul t iplytfatrix}a17 .. b18{c,- }cl 7 .. d 18(cr }e17 .• f18{cr} 
98 {if a20=0}{let e2Q~0}(let e21~0}{Jet f20~0}{1et f21~0}{branch a!C-0) 
4!/'9 {/ math;multiplyKatrix}a20~.b21{cr}L20 .. d21{cr}e20 .• f2l{cr} 
{OO {let e23,e5+e8+e11+e14+e17+e20} 
101 {lefilll'e24,e6+e9+e12+e15+e18+e21} 
102 {let f23,f5+f8+f11+f14+f17+f20} 

Figure 4 

Notice the pattern that appears in the cell labels. This is one 
illustration of the power of macros as a programming tool. The entire 

1!fi 
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program is ;,vritten as a series of macros that are executed one after 
another. Using a spreadsheet and macros enables the programmer to 
use the functions that are build into the spreadsheet rather than 
recreating them. After the multiplications and additions have been 
completed, the diference behveen the last two approximations of the 
root is computed. If this difference is less than a preset value, the 
aproximation for the root is printed out. If the difference is greater 
than the preset value (.00001), the program loops to the beginning 
of the series of macros and repeats the process. The computer tells 
the user when each iteration has been completed. The maximum 
number of iterations has been set to twenty. If a root has not been 
found after twenty iterations, the computer suggests to the user that 
he/she should try a different number as· an esitmate of the root. After 
a root has been determined, the user has the option to find another 
root, or to quit. When he/she quits, the computer displays the original 
polynomial, the roots that were found, and a graph of the polynomial. 

loar~-

'!: 5.00000 r5 -7.0lit\C-O r-4 + 5.00000 r"3 + 2.GOOOO :r"2 -1.00000 x + MOOOO 

1l!e roots thal J'J'l !Olllld were 

-t --0-55&333?6 

bl 

cl 

~ 

~ 

The gr-aph of your polynomial is:. 

"" 
"" ,. 

~ 

-\l>l 
_,,.. 
-1<>' 

-= -..... 
...f-li.5-oii-U * u l u-

'\,. 

This program can be used by teachers at several different levels. 
Algebra teachers discussing roots of polynomials could use the 

program to show students the relationship between the graphs of the 
polynomials and the value of the roots of the polynomials. Since the 
numerical computations never appear on the screen, students do not 
need to understand the method being used to determine the roots. 
Students could USE; the program in a computer laboratory to develop 
an uderstanding of the relationships that exist. They ·could examine 
various types of polynomials and discover _many interesting and 
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important ideas. This use of the program could range from elementary 
algebra through pre-calculus courses. 
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